WEAVES
USING
WEFT HAIR

A WEAVE IS A METHOD OF APPLYING HAIR EXTENSIONS AND A WEFT IS THE TYPE OF HAIR EXTENSION.
Hair extensions are applied as individual pieces, or rows of wefted hair on tracks. (See picture below). There are different methods of
applying hair extensions. We fit weaves by placing a track of micro rings where the weave is going to be fitted. We then sew the weft
hair onto the track of micro rings. We prefer to use the micro rings, instead of braiding your natural hair, as the rings help to take the
weight of the additional hair and therefore applies less tension thus causing less damage to your natural hair.

Weaves are tracks of hair that run across the back of your head,
from one side of your head to the other. They are similar to clip-in
hair. This is the most popular hair extension we do, with most
clients opting for 3 tracks. The fitting time is 45 mins on average.

We do not use glue to attach the extensions to your natural hair.
Bonding with glue suffocates the scalp and causes breakage from
the roots as the natural hair can't breathe.

Your hair and scalp must be throughly cleaned before fitting. We
also recommend that you have your weft fully removed and
refitted every 8 weeks. This ensures we can brush the hair
through throughly and remove any matting that may have built
up, before it causes any problems.

PROS & CONS OF A WEAVE USING TRACKS OF WEFT HAIR.
PROS
It is the best way to hide any natural hair issues.
It is easy to fit and remove with quick fitting and removal times. (On average 45 mins for 3 tracks)
It is easy to store and re-use as required so ideal for special occassions or a temporary new look.
It is easier to colour matching to your natural hair. (You will only ever need to dye/bleach the crown of your head
as other hair will be covered by the weft extensions) - thus causing less damage to your natural hair.
It can cover very styled hair better then individual hair extensions.
It works better if your natural hair is either short or thick.

CONS
It’s not as easy to tie up as the individual extensions. They dont bend upwards as easily. It’s fine if your happy to
wear your hair tied low, but you may struggle to hide the tracks when tying it up mid way or higher. However, we
will fit it to give you maximum amount of hair to hide the tracks, whist still making it look good when its down.
It can cause itching. If you have a dry scalp or dandruff problems (we do sell products in store that can help you, if you
do itch).

It’s not as easy to shampoo your hair. It will take a bit more time to clean your scalp in between the tracks and the
top of your hair.

NANO/MICRO
RINGS FOR INDIVIDUAL
HAIR EXTENSIONS

INDIVIDUAL HAIR IS SECURED USING NANO OR MICRO RINGS AND CAN LOOK THE MOST NATURAL

PROS AND CONS OF MICRO RINGS AND NANO RINGS.
PROS
Most natural looking extension.
We can add different colours or highlights via the extensions.
Easy to tie up.
Can wash the scalp and hair properly.
New hair feels a lot lighter then a weave.
We can easily add or take away additional hair depending on the look you want to achieve.
Easy to remove. 10 mins on average.

CONS
Generally more expensive then the weave.
They need more time spending on your aftercare routine.
They can slip although this is rare. It depends on your natural hair texture and your aftercare routine.

What are Nano and Micro Rings
Micro rings and Nano rings are very similar.
They are both metal rings that secure the individual extensions to your natural hair.
Micro rings come in three different sizes: small, medium and large.
Nano rings are smaller in size then the Micro rings, making them easier to hide, although the Micro rings are great on thicker or
oily/greasy hair as they get a better grip
Nano rings are great for fine hair, they are tiny which makes them very discreet, especially when tying your hair up.
Micro rings and Nano rings are the least invasive on your natural hair. The weight of the additional hair is distributed in all over the
scalp, causing no damage to your natural hair where as the weave is restricted to three sections, and after long term usage may
start to stress your hair.
Individuals are the most natural looking extension. They are easier to play around with to achieve the look that you want, or to suit
the lifestyle that you lead.
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